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σl cavitation number –l –l
ωl angular velocity rad/sec rad/s

Subscripts

ac acceleration
atm atmospheric

A added (by pump)

b blade
crl critical
d discharge

f friction

jl jetl

ml motorl
nl nozzle
pl pressure or pumpl

sl specific or suction

ssl suction specific

tl tangential or total

th theoretical
vl velocity

vl volumetric
vpl vapor pressurel

zl potential

1. HYDRAULIC MACHINES........................................................................................................................

Pumps and turbines are the two basic types of hydraulic
machines discussed in this chapter. Pumps convert
mechanical energy into fluid energy, increasing the
energy possessed by the fluid. Turbines convert fluid
energy into mechanical energy, extracting energy from
the fluid.

2. TYPES OF PUMPS........................................................................................................................

Pumps can be classified according to how energy is
transferred to the fluid: intermittently or continuously.

The most common types of positive displacement pumps
(PD pumps) are reciprocating action pumps (which use
pistons, plungers, diaphragms, or bellows) and rotary
action pumps (which use vanes, screws, lobes, or pro-
gressing cavities). Such pumps discharge a fixed volume
for each stroke or revolution. Energy is added intermit-
tently to the fluid.

Kinetic pumps transform fluid kinetic energy into fluid
static pressure energy. The pump imparts the kinetic
energy; the pump mechanism or housing is constructed

in a manner that causes the transformation. Jet pumps
and ejector pumps fall into the kinetic pump category,
but centrifugal pumps are the primary examples.

In the operation of a centrifugal pump, liquid flowing
into the suction side (the inlet) is captured by the impel-
ler and thrown to the outside of the pump casing.
Within the casing, the velocity imparted to the fluid by
the impeller is converted into pressure energy. The fluid
leaves the pump through the discharge line (the exit). It
is a characteristic of most centrifugal pumps that the
fluid is turned approximately 90° from the original flow
direction. (See Table 18.1.)

Table 18.1 Generalized Characteristics of Positive Displacement
and Kinetic Pumps

characteristicj

positive
displacement
pumpsj kinetic pumpsj

flow rate low high
pressure rise per stage high low
constant quantity over
operating range

flow rate pressure rise

self-priming yes no

discharge stream pulsing steady

works with high viscosity
fluids

yes no

3. RECIPROCATING POSITIVE
DISPLACEMENT PUMPS........................................................................................................................

Reciprocating positive displacement (PD) pumps can be
used with all fluids, and are useful with viscous fluids
and slurries (up to about 8000 Saybolt seconds universal
(SSU), when the fluid is sensitive to shear, and when a
high discharge pressure is required.1 By entrapping a
volume of fluid in the cylinder, reciprocating pumps pro-
vide a fixed-displacement volume per cycle. They are
self-priming and inherently leak-free. Within the pres-
sure limits of the line and pressure relief valve and the
current capacity of the motor circuit, reciprocating
pumps can provide an infinite discharge pressure.2

There are three main types of reciprocating pumps:
power, direct-acting, and diaphragm. A power pump is a
cylinder-operated pump. It can be single-acting or
double-acting. A single-acting pump discharges liquid
(or takes suction) only on one side of the piston, and
there is only one transfer operation per crankshaft revo-
lution. A double-acting pump discharges from both
sides, and there are two transfers per revolution of the
crank.
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1For viscosities of SSU greater than 240, multiply SSU viscosity by 0.216 to get viscosity in centistokes.
2For this reason, a relief valve should be included in every installation of positive displacement pumps. Rotary pumps typically have integral relief
valves, but external relief valves are often installed to provide easier adjusting, cleaning, and inspection.
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Traditional reciprocating pumps with pistons and rods
can be either single-acting or double-acting and are suit-
able up to approximately 2000 psi (14 MPa). Plunger
pumps are only single-acting and are suitable up to
approximately 10,000 psi (70 MPa).

Simplex pumps have one cylinder, duplex pumps have
two cylinders, triplex pumps have three cylinders, and so
forth. Direct-acting pumps (sometimes referred to as
steam pumps) are always double-acting. They use
steam, unburned fuel gas, or compressed air as a motive
fluid.

PD pumps are limited by both their NPSHR character-
istics, acceleration head, and (for rotary pumps) slip.3
Because the flow is unsteady, a certain amount of
energy, the acceleration head, hac, is required to acceler-
ate the fluid flow each stroke or cycle. If the acceleration
head is too large, the NPSHR requirements may not be
attainable. Acceleration head can be reduced by increas-
ing the pipe diameter, shortening the suction piping,
decreasing the pump speed, or placing a pulsation
damper (stabilizer) in the suction line.4

Generally, friction losses with pulsating flows are calcu-
lated based on the maximum velocity attained by the
fluid. Since this is difficult to determine, the maximum
velocity can be approximated by multiplying the aver-
age velocity (calculated from the rated capacity) by the
factors in Table 18.2.

Table 18.2 Typical vmax/vave Velocity Ratiosa,b

pump type single-acting double-acting

simplex 3.2 2.0

duplex 1.6 1.3

triplex 1.1 1.1

quadriplex 1.1 1.1

quintuplex and up 1.05 1.05
aWithout stabilization. With properly sized stabilizers, use 1.05–1.1
for all cases.
bMultiply the values by 1.3 for metering pumps where lost fluid motion
is relied on for capacity control.

When the suction line is “short,” the acceleration head
can be calculated from the length of the suction line, the
average velocity in the line, and the rotational speed.5

In Eq. 18.1, C and K are dimensionless factors. K repre-
sents the relative compressibility of the liquid. (Typical
values are 1.4 for hot water; 1.5 for amine, glycol, and
cold water; and 2.5 for hot oil.) Values of C are given in
Table 18.3.

h
C
K
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ac

suction ave= 18.1

Table 18.3 Typical Acceleration Head C-Values*

pump type single-acting double-acting

simplex 0.4 0.2

duplex 0.2 0.115

triplex 0.066 0.066

quadriplex 0.040 0.040

quintuplex and up 0.028 0.028

*Typical values for common connecting rod lengths and crank radii.

4. ROTARY PUMPS........................................................................................................................

Rotary pumps are positive displacement (PD) pumps
that move fluid by means of screws, progressing cavities,
gears, lobes, or vanes turning within a fixed casing (the
stator). Rotary pumps are useful for high viscosities (up
to 4 × 106 SSU for screw pumps). The rotation creates a
cavity of fixed volume near the pump input; atmo-
spheric or external pressure forces the fluid into that
cavity. Near the outlet, the cavity is collapsed, forcing
the fluid out. Figure 18.1 illustrates the external circum-
ferential piston rotary pump.

Figure 18.1 External Circumferential Piston Rotary Pump

Discharge from rotary pumps is relatively smooth.
Acceleration head is negligible. Pulsation dampers and
suction stabilizers are not required.

Slip in rotary pumps is the amount (sometimes
expressed as a percentage) of each rotational fluid vol-
ume that “leaks” back to the suction line on each revolu-
tion. Slip reduces pump capacity. It is a function of
clearance, differential pressure, and viscosity. Slip is pro-
portional to the third power of the clearance between
the rotating element and the casing. Slip decreases with
increases in viscosity; it increases linearly with increases
in differential pressure. Slip is not affected by rotational
speed. The volumetric efficiency is defined in terms of

18-3H Y D R A U L I C M A C H I N E S 18-3

3Manufacturers of PD pumps prefer the term net positive inlet pressure (NPIP) to NPSH. NPIPA corresponds to NPSHA; NPIPR corresponds to
NPSHR. Pressure and head are related by p = γh.
4Pulsation dampers are not needed with rotary-action PD pumps, as the discharge is essentially constant.
5With a properly designed pulsation damper, the effective length of the suction line is reduced to approximately 10 pipe diameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO STATICS........................................................................................................................

Statics is a part of the subject known as engineering
mechanics.1 It is the study of rigid bodies that are sta-
tionary. To be stationary, a rigid body must be in static
equilibrium. In the language of statics, a stationary
rigid body has no unbalanced forces or moments acting
on it.

2. INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FORCES........................................................................................................................

An external force is a force on a rigid body caused by
other bodies. The applied force can be due to physical
contact (i.e., pushing) or close proximity (e.g., gravita-
tional, magnetic, or electrostatic forces). If unbalanced,
an external force will cause motion of the body.

An internal force is one that holds parts of the rigid
body together. Internal forces are the tensile and com-
pressive forces within parts of the body as found from
the product of stress and area. Although internal forces
can cause deformation of a body, motion is never caused
by internal forces.

3. UNIT VECTORS........................................................................................................................

A unit vector is a vector of unit length directed along a
coordinate axis.2 In the rectangular coordinate system,
there are three unit vectors, i, j, and k, corresponding to
the three coordinate axes, x, y, and z, respectively.
(There are other methods of representing vectors, in
addition to bold letters. For example, the unit vector i is
represented as ī or i ̂ in other sources.) Unit vectors are
used in vector equations to indicate direction without
affecting magnitude. For example, the vector represen-
tation of a 97 N force in the negative x-direction would
be written as F = −97i.

4. CONCENTRATED FORCES........................................................................................................................

A force is a push or pull that one body exerts on
another. A concentrated force, also known as a point
force, is a vector having magnitude, direction, and loca-
tion (i.e., point of application) in three-dimensional
space. (See Fig. 41.1.) In this chapter, the symbols F
and F will be used to represent the vector and its magni-
tude, respectively. (As with the unit vectors, the sym-
bols F, F̄ , and F ̂ are used in other sources to represent
the same vector.)

The vector representation of a three-dimensional force is
given by Eq. 41.1. Of course, vector addition is required.

F F FF i j kx y z= + + 41.1

Figure 41.1 Components and Direction Angles of a Force
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If u is a unit vector in the direction of the force, the force
can be represented as

FF u= 41.2

The components of the force can be found from the
direction cosines, the cosines of the true angles made by
the force vector with the x-, y-, and z-axes.

F F cosx x= 41.3

F F cosy y= 41.4

F F cosz z= 41.5

F F F Fx y z
2 2 2= + + 41.6

The line of action of a force is the line in the direction of
the force extended forward and backward. The force, F,
and its unit vector, u, are along the line of action.

5. MOMENTS........................................................................................................................

Moment is the name given to the tendency of a force to
rotate, turn, or twist a rigid body about an actual or
assumed pivot point. (Another name for moment is
torque, although torque is used mainly with shafts and
other power-transmitting machines.) When acted upon
by a moment, unrestrained bodies rotate. However,
rotation is not required for the moment to exist. When a
restrained body is acted upon by a moment, there is no
rotation.

An object experiences a moment whenever a force is
applied to it.3 Only when the line of action of the force
passes through the center of rotation (i.e., the actual or
assumed pivot point) will the moment be zero.

41-241-2 P E C I V I L R E F E R E N C E M A N U A L

1Engineering mechanics also includes the subject of dynamics. Interestingly, the subject of mechanics of materials (i.e., strength of materials) is not
part of engineering mechanics.
2Although polar, cylindrical, and spherical coordinate systems can have unit vectors also, this chapter is concerned only with the rectangular coordi-
nate system.
3The moment may be zero, as when the moment arm length is zero, but there is a (trivial) moment nevertheless.
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Moments have primary dimensions of length × force.
Typical units include foot-pounds, inch-pounds, and
newton-meters.4

6. MOMENT OF A FORCE ABOUT A POINT........................................................................................................................

Moments are vectors. The moment vector, MO, for a
force about point O is the cross product of the force, F,
and the vector from point O to the point of application
of the force, known as the position vector, r. The scalar
product r sin† is known as the moment arm, d.

M r FO = × 41.7

M dM r F Fsin [ 180 ]O O= = = ° 41.8

The line of action of the moment vector is normal to the
plane containing the force vector and the position vec-
tor. The sense (i.e., the direction) of the moment is
determined from the right-hand rule.

Right-hand rule: Place the position and force vectors
tail to tail. Close your right hand and position it over
the pivot point. Rotate the position vector into the force
vector, and position your hand such that your fingers
curl in the same direction as the position vector rotates.
Your extended thumb will coincide with the direction of
the moment.5 (See Fig. 41.2.)

Figure 41.2 Right-Hand Rule

7. VARIGNON’S THEOREM........................................................................................................................

Varignon’s theorem is a statement of how the total
moment is derived from a number of forces acting simul-
taneously at a point.

Varignon’s theorem: The sum of individual moments
about a point caused by multiple concurrent forces is
equal to the moment of the resultant force about the
same point.

r F r F r F F( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2× + × + = × + + 41.9

8. MOMENT OF A FORCE ABOUT A LINE........................................................................................................................

Most rotating machines (motors, pumps, flywheels,
etc.) have a fixed rotational axis. That is, the machines
turn around a line, not around a point. The moment of a
force about the rotational axis is not the same as the
moment of the force about a point. In particular, the
moment about a line is a scalar.6 (See Fig. 41.3.)

Figure 41.3 Moment of a Force About a Line

Moment MOL of force F about line OL is the projection,
OC, of moment MO onto the line. Equation 41.10 gives
the moment of a force about a line. a is the unit vector
directed along the line, and ax, ay, and az are the direc-
tion cosines of the axis OL. Notice that Eq. 41.10 is a
dot product (i.e., a scalar).
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4Units of kilogram-force-meter have also been used in metricated countries. Foot-pounds and newton-meters are also the units of energy. To distin-
guish between moment and energy, some authors reverse the order of the units, so pound-feet and meter-newtons become the units of moment. This
convention is not universal and is unnecessary since the context is adequate to distinguish between the two.
5The direction of a moment also corresponds to the direction a right-hand screw would progress if it was turned in the direction that rotates r into F.
6Some sources say that the moment of a force about a line can be interpreted as a moment directed along the line. However, this interpretation does
not follow from vector operations.




